The VENTURI® MINO vacuum power unit is the latest addition to the clinically proven, cost-effective VENTURI® Negative Pressure Wound Therapy range. At just 105mm x 52mm x 112mm it offers the most discreet and mobile treatment of many wounds indicated for NPWT. The VENTURI® MINO features a 150ml capacity canister and weights only 250g, making it ideal for treatment “on the move”. Very simple to operate, the VENTURI® MINO power unit utilises either gauze or foam weekly therapy wound care sets and, with no limited period of use, can be utilised on further patients once the initial patient’s therapy is complete.

**Simple and Efficient Dual Power Pump**
The VENTURI® MINO vacuum power unit benefits from dual-power technology, offering a seamless choice of mains or battery operation. The integral battery is charge-optimised, and will operate for in excess of 24 hours on a full charge, giving the patient greater mobility, freedom and flexibility in their choice of activities during therapy.

**Clear and Simple Operation**
Easy to use, soft-touch, function buttons access the functions of the system, with only two buttons to operate. The illuminated LCD screen displays graphic icons to indicate the current therapy pressure and battery status.

**Self-correcting alerts**
The system features audible and graphic alerts for full canister, dressing leak, tube disconnection, constricted tube, low battery, tilt and no canister. Once corrected, the alert will self-cancel.

**Choice of Therapy Pressures**
The VENTURI® MINO delivers continuous negative pressure therapy at -80mmHg with the option to select the higher pressure of -120mmHg, allowing the clinician to choose the most appropriate treatment for their patient.

**Flush-Fitting, Secure Integral Canister**
The VENTURI® MINO power unit is used with a flush-fitting drainage canister which incorporates a super absorbent polymer sachet of exudate-solidifying granules, and features hydrophobic and carbon bacterial filters to prevent leakage and odour. The one-piece design and internal construction of the canister further ensures secure containment of exudate. The 150ml canister is simple to attach and minimises the overall weight and dimensions of the system for maximum portability during therapy.

**Compatible with Both Foam and Gauze**
The VENTURI® MINO delivers Negative Pressure Wound Therapy through a choice of either gauze or foam weekly therapy wound care sets. The availability of both gauze and foam as clinically proven interfaces for this therapy, allows the clinician to choose their preferred method of application of the therapy, depending on the individual needs of their patients. Each wound care set includes everything necessary for each 7 day’s worth of NPWT, including either gauze and saline or a choice of standard or slim foam, together with portal drains and a drainage canister.

**Integrated Tube Grip**
The tube grip channel assists with the security and routing of the drain tubing and helps prevent kinking at the canister connection point.

**Carry Bag Included**
A discreet carry bag is supplied with the VENTURI® MINO power unit for the simple and secure accommodation of the power unit during therapy.

**Carry bag supplied for discreet accommodation of the power unit.**

**For use with a gauze weekly therapy wound care set, which includes gauze, dressings, portal drains and drainage canister.**

**For use with foam weekly therapy wound care sets, which include foam (small or slim), dressings, portal drains and drainage canister.**

**Dual power technology for mains or battery operation.**

**Continuous negative pressure therapy.**

**Vacuum level choice of either -80mmHg or -120mmHg.**

**Alarms for full canister, dressing leak, tube disconnection, constricted tube, low battery, tilt and no canister.**

**Secure, flush-fitting 150ml drainage canister ensures secure containment of exudate.**

**Power unit weighs only 250g, making it ideal for treatment “on the move”**

**The canister’s hydrophobic and carbon bacterial filters prevent leakage and odour.**

**Battery weight only 250g, making it ideal for treatment “on the move”.**

**Power unit weighs only 250g, making it ideal for treatment “on the move”.**

**Environmentally friendly, waterproof, lightweight and adjustable.**

**Garments and Mains or Machine Operative.**

**Warranty of 2 years.**

**Infection Control.**

**Non-Hazardous, Non-Sticky and No Chemicals.**

**Low Pressure.**

**Visco-Elastic and Contoured.**

**Repairable and Washable.**

**Machine washable.**

**Compatible with both foam and gauze.**

**Single or 2 in 4 use.**

**1 in 2 or 1 in 4 use.**

**Repairable.**

**Compatible.**

**Kills/Destroys Microorganisms.**

**Pressures.**

**Continuous and Adjustable.**

**Automatic and Manual Lock.**

**Infection Control.**

**Fits many vacuum levels.**
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